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Ebola Scam 2014
Another “Wag The
Dog” !!!
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What you are about to read may appear to be incredulous until you
start doing a bit of research yourself and begin connecting the dots. Investigative journalists Koen Jacobs, Jim Stone, Jeff C. and Jon Rappoport have all exposed several aspects of the 2014 Ebola Scam proving that
every aspect of it has been staged with well paid actors. The end goal is
to have most of the western world and Africa vaccinated with an experimental Ebola vaccine.
What you should know:
* On April 29, 2010, the corporation known as “The Government
Of The United States Of America As
Represented By The Secretary, Department Of Health & Human Services, Center For Disease Control” had
their application to patent a human
ebola virus species as well as tests to
detect its presence approved. [1]
* The “SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION” section of the patent
document also clearly claims that the
U.S. government is claiming “ownership” over all Ebola viruses that share as little as 70% similarity with the
Ebola it “invented”. Why would a government organization claim to have “invented” this infectious disease and then claim a monopoly over its exploitation for commercial use? It is clear that the CDC plans to claim royalties on
Ebola vaccines. This certainly increases the likelihood that the vaccines will
become mandatory, thus increasing the proﬁt potential for the patent holders.
Clearly, Ebola is manmade and this patent proves this contention. [2]
* The diagnostic tests (the antibody and PCR tests) being used to accurately diagnose Ebola are “utterly unreliable and useless” according to author
and investigative reporter Jon Rappoport. Therefore, the CDC’s gold standard
for testing Ebola patients says nothing about whether they are sick or will
become sick. [3]
* People in the western world need to know what is happening in West
Africa. The media has been lying since Ebola as a virus does not exist and is
not spread. The vaccine implemented sickness being “called” Ebola was introduced into West Africa through the new AfriMenVac. The end goal was to
get troops into Nigeria, Liberia, and Sierra Leone.They tried to get into Nigeria for “Boko Haram” but that fell apart when Nigerians told the truth: There
are NO MISSING GIRLS. Global support fell through and a new reason was
needed to get troops into Nigeria to steal the newly discovered oil reserves.
[4]
* Sierra Leone is the world’s largest supplier of diamonds. Since June
2014, they have been on Strike, refusing to provide diamonds due to horrible
working conditions and slave pay. The West refuses to pay a fair wage for the
resources. The idea is to keep the workers surviving on foreign aid so they
remain a source of cheap slave labor forever. Ebola is the new “reason” for
getting troops on the ground in Sierra Leone with the real reason being to
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force an end to the Diamond Miners’ strikes. [4]
* In addition to stealing Nigerian Oil, and forcing Sierra Leone back into
diamond mining, troops have also been sent to FORCE Vaccinations (Deadly
“Ebola” Poison) onto those Africans who are not foolish enough to willingly
take the vaccine. 3000 Troops have been sent to insure that this “Poison”
continues to spread. [4]
* On September 10, 2014, the largest newspaper in Monrovia, Liberia,
published a column arguing that the United States is directly responsible for
scientiﬁcally engineering the Ebola virus in a bioterrorism lab and injecting
Africans with it under the guise of vaccinations. The article was written by
Dr. Cyril Broderick, a former professor of Plant Pathology at the University
of Liberia’s College of Agriculture and Forestry. Broderick claims the Ebola
virus--and HIV--are products of the Cold War. Titled “Ebola, AIDS Manufactured By Western Pharmaceuticals, US DoD?” Broderick also claims that
the US Department of Defense unwittingly used Africans to test experimental
bioweapons by pretending they were vaccinating them against disease. The
US Department of Defense (DoD) funded Ebola trials on humans just weeks
before the the alleged Ebola outbreak in Guinea and Sierra Leone. [5]
* The APPEARANCE of this Ebola “Pandemic” (should Americans
not catch on) will be used to scare millions into taking the “Ebola Vaccine”
which in reality will start THE PANDEMIC.
* The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the World
Health Organization (WHO) and their partners in the pharmaceutical industries have attempted many times to get a pandemic started that would include
forced vaccinations. This year they have succeeded in requiring employees
of hospitals and clinics to get an unnecessary and risky ﬂu shot or risk being
ﬁred. Most health care workers do not realize that they can effectively counter
this requirement with a Vaccination Notice, essentially forcing the medical
liability issue. This same approach
can be used should they try to force
an experimental Ebola vaccine upon
you or a family member. [6]
* The BBC, CNN and The New
York Times have been caught blatantly staging actors and lying about
the Ebola threat in Liberia and Sierra Leone. Many actors have been
caught on ﬁlm perfectly healthy
and then feigning deathly illness.
One classic ‘catch’ is of the father
of an alleged Ebola victim walking
away with a wad of US dollars in
his hand. [7]
If you are worried about getting sick, then work on your health now. The
only proven ‘cure’ for Ebola and hemmorrhagic fevers is copious amounts of
ascorbates, commonly referred to as Vitamin C. Please share this information far and wide. We need as many people as possible to resist our state and
federal government attempts to inject the nation’s population with an experimental and possibly deadly Ebola vaccine.
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